PROTECTING YOUR SYSTEM
NEVER LOOKED THIS GOOD.
KEEP OUT UNINVITED GUESTS.

PROTECTS FROM

- Dirty nesting pigeons ✓
- Wire-chewing squirrels ✓
- Fire hazard leaves ✓
- Roof rot ✓

ALL-CLIMATE PEST ABATEMENT BARRIER

Prevents intrusion by **birds, rodents and debris.**

Protects rooftop arrays, **permanently.**
A BEAUTY AND A BEAST.

**STUNNING** Clean and practical design improves a home’s curb appeal, compared to ugly, wire-cage products.

**SIMPLE** Easy to install, with no need for clips, clamps or screws, thanks to our patented “peel-and-stick” process.

**STRONG** Coated, reinforced aluminum body with proven adhesive provides permanent protection without rust.

It’s an energy system and a long-term investment. Protect them both with SolaTrim.
About SolaTrim
SolaTrim provides residential solar consumers with affordable, attractive and dependable products that will protect and beautify their renewable energy investment for decades to come.

It is our goal to develop and manufacture innovative, Made-in-USA solar aftermarket products that support America’s solar initiative.

SolaTrim, LLC
Sacramento, CA
916.292.8699
info@solatrim.com
solatrim.com

SolaTrim Sales and Information:
solatrim.com/how-to-order